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MESSAGE
FROM CEO

Dear Colleagues,
As many have stated before me, we live in challenging times. COVID-19 has affected
all our lives, seafarers and shore-based staff alike. Despite some places being in better
control than others, operations and logistics for the Company remain a challenge.
All I can say is that we thank all those inconvenienced in executing their job for the
ongoing efforts and dedication to the Company. Naturally, everyone should work with
local safety management measures (the wearing of masks, keeping of safe distancing,
staying home if unwell) that will continue to be the norm for a while longer.

‘‘

AN ESSENTIAL
ELEMENT OF OUR
SUCCESS HAS BEEN
AND WILL CONTINUE
TO BE COHESION. THE
COHESION OF COMMON
GOALS AND VALUES IN
WHICH RESPECT AND
COOPERATION IS KEY...

Despite these challenges- somewhat buffered by the improved oil price, we have
managed to accelerate the Group’s results with better utilization of our vessels. This, in
turn, means better vessel operating and docking costs control, and in some segments,
improved rates. We will need to continue our strong performance in these areas for the
foreseeable future, as we strive to shift more vessels into non-oil and gas segments. We
have also been renewing the fleet on a modest basis, ideally against new good margins,
and secured long-term charters. Such renewals focus on the crew boat and barge
components of our Group. Our project division, Express Offshore Solutions (EOS), will
continue to pursue high barge rental utilization and secure projects.
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Keeping our costs controlled is only possible if we employ sound Operational
Excellence: Safety, Efficiency, and Reliability. All these areas will continue to receive
prioritized attention, and we will strive to further improve ourselves via training,
process improvement and simplification; and workshops and campaigns. Not doing
this well can cause significant hurt to customer satisfaction, finances, and, worst of all,
human suffering.
An essential element of our success has been and will continue to be cohesion. The
cohesion of common goals and values in which respect and cooperation is key among
staff across departments, Business Units, country organizations, and from the fleet to
shore and vice versa. It is fair to say we enjoy such cohesion as the Company’s fabric.
Still, it is always a good reminder to keep this practice close to heart. The leadership
needs to continue to set the example and intervene where necessary.

‘‘

The environment around us is changing fast, with a mixture of factors like COVID-19,
new technologies, generational shifts, energy mixes, and capital availability for this
industry. We need to be sharp and responsive to be ahead of the curve.
Lastly, I would like to inform you that the undersigned will once again semi-retire into
the Advisor and Board Director role after three years of being back in the CEO post. It is
my pleasure to announce that Darren Ang, well known to all of you, will be stepping up
to CEO on the 1st of July. It has been an interesting, fulfilling, and productive threeyear ride, and I am sure the Company with Darren at the helm is in good hands.
Meanwhile, stay safe, and thank you all for reading this message.

Diederik C de Boer
Interim CEO
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Follow us on

MEO Taiwan: Blue Sea Offshore Transport Co. Ltd.

Australia Focus

Nusantara in India
Safety at the Core

Global Warming: And Our Role As Vessel
Operators In Reducing Our Carbon Footprint
Operational Excellence Workshops
Apapan Tepmanee

Digital Transformation
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www.linkedIn.com/company/miclyn-express-offshore/

Contact us: media@meogroup.com
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NEW SEGMENT
DIVERSIFICATION

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
Brad Morphew
Business Unit Head

EASTERN HEMISPHERE

MEO TAIWAN:

BLUE SEA OFFSHORE TRANSPORT CO. LTD.
Candy Lee
Operations / HSQE Manager- Taiwan

Given the offshore wind market’s potential, MEO has gained a
foothold in the Taiwan market by incorporating Blue Sea Offshore
Transport Co. Ltd (BSOT) in June 2020. Four assets – Magellan 1,
Magellan 2, EOS 4001, and EOS 4002, were classed by the CR
Classification Society and have completed reflagging to the Taiwan
Flag in October 2020. These vessels have been performing various
operations across different projects offshore Taiwan, such as the
Taiwan Power Company offshore windfarm Phase 1, Yunlin offshore
windfarm, Greater Changhua offshore windfarm and Formosa 2
offshore windfarm.
In compliance with Taiwan flag requirements, BSOT has recruited
a total of 24 marine crew (including masters, senior officers, junior
officers, and ratings) for the Magellan 1 and 2. Although most
Taiwanese seafarers are experienced with container and cargo vessels,
they showed a keen interest in offshore construction. Indonesian
supernumeraries were placed on board the vessels to provide towing
and anchor handling operation training to the Taiwanese crew.

TAIWAN
Both the Magellan 1 and 2 (8200 bhp, 100+TBP, Anchor Handling
Tugs) have ongoing barge towing work for the transport of pin
piles for an EPIC client through the remainder of 2021 within the
Greater Changhua offshore wind farm development.

The Uniwise Advantage departing Songkhla.

INDONESIA
The Monarch 2 (7000 bhp, DP2, AHTS) continues
operating with an EPIC offshore Kalimantan until Q2 2021.
Express 54 (Fast Crew Boat and survey vessel) was upgraded
with a new moon pool, two A-Frames, and additional
accommodation cabins for its current contract with an
international dredging company completing survey work for
a new port in Bangladesh throughout the remainder of 2021.
The Express 68 (Fast Crew Boat) had its current contract with a
permit operator offshore Kalimantan extended until Q1 2022.

MALAYSIA
The Miclyn Empress (5150 bhp, AHTS) secured a two year firm with
one year option call-out basis contract (minimum of 200 days per
year). The Miclyn Emperor (5150 bhp, AHTS) secured a three year
firm with two one year options. Both vessels will be working with
Malaysian permit operators from Q1 2021.
Transferring of knowledge between Taiwanese and Indonesian crew
Miclyn Empress completing operations offshore Malaysia.

THAILAND / CAMBODIA
The Uniwise Advancer (5150 bhp AHTS), Uni Express
14 and Uni Express 25 (Fast Crew Boats) continue their
successful contracts (one year firm with two six months
options) for a permit operator in Cambodia to provide offshore
crew change and supply from the port of Sihanoukville.
The Uniwise Advantage (7000 bhp, DP2, AHTS) was
awarded a new contract for one year and three months
firm with a one year option from Dec 2020 for exploration
and production support with a permit operator in Thailand.
With this, our Uniwise Offshore Thailand joint-venture 27 vessel
fleet has achieved 100 percent utilization.

In the next four years, a total of 5.5 gigawatts (GW) of offshore wind
energy will be developed in Taiwan. The government announced that
Taiwan will commit to add another 10 GW of offshore wind capacity
between 2026 to 2035, bringing Taiwan’s overall offshore wind
capacity to approximately 15.5 GW by 2035. This is a reaffirmation
of the Taiwan government’s commitment to the offshore wind
industry.
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A number of vessels in our fleet have been impacted by the second
and third wave of COVID-related lock-downs and travel restrictions
with additional quarantine-driven delays and start-up costs for
vessel deliveries to new clients in different countries or movement
between states within Malaysia.

BRUNEI
In Brunei during Q1 2021, we had three Utility Support Vessels
extended for another six months to the end of November 2021 with
an international permit operator joint venture. The Express 66 (Fast
Crew Boat) had its existing contract with a national shipping company
for one year firm with a one year option from Q1 2021.

Despite the unfavorable weather conditions in the Taiwan Strait
between October 20 and February 21, the Magellan 1 and 2 crew
had successfully towed loaded barges between fabrication yards and
the marshalling port.

BSOT has a head start in the offshore marine market in Taiwan and
aims to continue growing by bringing in more assets into the region.

The Eastern Hemisphere total fleet of 64 vessels has decreased by
two vessels with the transfer out of Miclyn Constructor 1 (300 pax
accommodation work barge) and Express 69 (Fast Crew Boat) to
the Western Hemisphere business unit in Q4 2020 and Q1 2021,
respectively.

Our Malaysian entity, Bintang Samudera Sdn Bhd (BSSB) continues
to ship manage the MEO Monarch 1 (7000 bhp, DP2, AHTS) while
it works for an EPIC in India providing anchor handling and towing
support for an accommodation work barge until the end of April
2021. It is expected that the vessel will return to operations within
Malaysia under BSSB for the remainder of 2021, after completion of
the India contract.
The Express 88 (Fast Crew Boat) finished its current contract with
a client in Brunei and is expected to secure long term work with
a permit operator in Malaysia during Q1 2021. Classified as a 25
knot Fast Crew Boat within the Malaysia market, this category of
vessels are currently in high demand for both production support
and offshore crew change for permit operators.
The Eastern Hemisphere business unit continues to seek more fast
crew boat opportunities to expand our fleet within Malaysia. This
remains one of the strongest markets within the region.

The Taiwanese crew with Indonesian supernumeraries
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BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
Ronald Clark
Business Unit Head

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
The year 2020 was a year like no other in recent times due to the
COVID-19 impact. With the world at a virtual standstill, the Western
Hemisphere Business Unit continued to grow and completed the
year on a high. New contracts were secured, new assets added, and
older assets sold, all of which contributed to a healthy bottom line
and an overall utilisation figure of 94 percent. Our teams ploughed
through the challenges of operating in different geographies by
being proactive and constantly updating and adhering to our
Business Continuity Management plan, which has also been added
to our IMS system.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Our 200 passenger 4 - point mooring work boat, the MEO
Guardian continues to operate offshore Abu Dhabi supporting
the 3D seismic survey campaign on the Hail and Ghasha project.
Additionally, we have also secured a three-year firm and three
yearly options contract for our 308 passenger Accommodation
Work Barge Miclyn Constructor 1. The barge will also be
working on the Hail and Ghasha project offshore Abu Dhabi,
providing accommodation support for the construction of
the artificial islands, which will have gas production facilities.
The barge was mobilized from Batam, Indonesia to Dubai,
United Arab Emirates using our tug, the AOS Pattaya. At Dubai
Maritime City, the Miclyn Constructor 1, underwent extensive
modifications and upgrades to comply with the high standards
set by our client and the end-client in the United Arab Emirates.
Our older crew boats - Express 3, Express 19, Express 24, Express
25, Express 26, Express 55 and the MPSV Miclyn Grand varying
between 12 years to 29 years were disposed to various buyers
thereby eliminating our storage costs and streamlining our fleet.

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
Through our joint venture company – Miclyn Midad Marine (MMM),
we are currently operating twenty-three Fast Crew Boats and one
4-point mooring work boat – the MEO Galaxy and EOS barges.
Our Fast Crew Boats – the Express 76, Express 82, and Express
90, were awarded contracts in Saudi Arabia for five-year firm and
two-yearly options to carry out security duties. Two crew boats
commenced their charter in December 2020, and the third vessel
commencing her charter in February 2021. Our 146 passenger
4-point mooring work boat – the MEO Galaxy contract has been
extended until March 2021, after which she will be docking for her
mandatory 5-year special survey.
Additionally, we were awarded a contract for another three fast
crew boats to serve as crew, utility, and supply vessels with our
esteemed long-term client for five-year firm and two-yearly options.
For this charter, the Express 77 will be utilized from within the
Business Unit fleet, and the Express 69 (36m, 4050 bhp) and
Express 94 (40m, 4050 bhp) will be joining from South-East Asia.
It gives us great pleasure welcoming the Express 94 into the
Western Hemisphere Business Unit and into the MEO family. The
Express 94 was specifically bought for the execution of this contract.
All three vessels will undergo modifications to cater to our client’s
project requirements and making these vessels fit for purpose.
Express 69 and Express 94 will commence their contracts in Q1
2021, thus increasing our fleet count in Saudi Arabia to 25 fast crew
boats and enhancing our In-country contribution in the In Kingdom
Total Value Add (IKTVA) and Saudization in the long run.
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Brad Morphew
Business Unit Head

AFRICA
MEO Sovereign 1 continues in Angola and has received a Letter of
Intent to continue working for two years firm with two yearly options.
The vessel is engaged in regular anchor handling and supply duties
along with towing and tanker lifting, well intervention support, wellstimulation operation, and assisting in terminal operations.

Miclyn Venture is on a one-year bareboat contract with one
year option with a local Nigerian company since April 2020. The
project is a Platform Turnaround Maintenance Exercise, and our
charterer is providing the full Marine Support and Offshore Logistics
solutions for the project. Miclyn Venture is being utilized to tow
the Accommodation Work Barge to work location and serve as a
support AHT during the project.
Finally, we are proud to announce that the Express 58, was
selected as the Ship of the Year 2020 by the Western Hemisphere
Management Team for her exemplary performance in supporting
our client and ensuring that each task was completed without any
incident.

John McNamara
Business Unit Head

SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES (SVS)

EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)

After completing project work in Thailand through to September
2020, the Endeavour (70m, DP2) is now performing several months
of cable route survey work for an International Geophysical Survey
company within various South East Asia country waters. The vessel
is being utilized to take probe samples from the cable route seabed.

EOS, the project solution business unit of MEO Group, has continued
to see growth and overcome the many obstacles we faced in 2020.
The year 2020 ended with the successful completion of two major
projects for EOS, in Taiwan and Australia. Both projects marked a key
milestone on EOS service offerings. EOS has expanded its integrated
services to include marine transportation, engineering, design and
fabrication. Furthermore, we have strengthened our engineering
capabilities to offer a wider range of services to support our projects
and clients. EOS capabilities have also been enhanced to include
ballasting services and load in/load out operations via Self Propelled
Modular Trailers (SPMTs), with support from our close partners.

The Miclyn Enterprise was reflagged from Panama to Indonesia
during Q2 2020. The vessel has since completed a pipeline
touchdown monitoring project for a local subsea survey company
in Indonesia before completing her intermediate docking survey in
February 2021. She is then going on to work on a post-lay burial
inspection project across multiple countries for mulitple months
into Q2 2021.

OMAN
In 2021, we will be moving into a new country of operation in the
Middle East. Our smaller twelve passenger crew boat - Express 11,
has secured a one-year charter in Oman, carrying out passenger
transfer operations from Port Sultan Qaboos in Muscat to up to
three nautical miles.

MEO Sovereign 2 is operating in its three-year firm contract with
two yearly options, with an independent E&P company in Angola.
The DP2 AHTS is engaged in SBM maintenance/line handling and
tanker static tow and standby duties on Block 17 in Luanda for
FPSOs CLOV, Girassol, Kaombo, and Pazflor.

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
In Saudi Arabia, we continue to grow our fleet due to the
high demand of the 20 – 25 knots fast crew boats from our
clients. Saudi Arabia is in the high pitch with more projects, the
installation of a wellhead platform (WHP), and rejuvenation
programs driving requirements for more vessels. Although the
production rate has reduced in line with OPEC compliance,
there are no signs of slowing down field development works.

MEO BREEZE

The Resolution (70m, DP2) is currently performing geotechnical
survey work for an International Geophysical Survey company
within Myanmar and will return to Indonesia for a multiple months
project with an Indonesian subsea player.
The Miclyn Grace (57m, Geotechnical Survey Vessel) continues
its multi-year contract with Asian Geos (Offshore Geotechnical),
working in various South East Asian countries, including Thailand
and Malaysia. It is anticipated that the vessel will be reflagged from
Panama to Malaysia during Q2-2020.
NPP Nusantara (80m, DP2/DSV) has been operating for a subsea
services company in India since October 2020 on a two year firm
with three one year options dive support contract. After some
COVID-related delays on start-up in India during Q3, the vessel
has performed consistently in a very demanding environment with
strong currents and monsoonal weather, creating difficult dive
conditions. The latest local Indian crew has taken over the vessel
operation without incident and showing their professionalism
to win praise from the client-end user permit operator.
The Voyager Explorer completed her multi-year contract with
an international seismic survey company in February 2021 after
completing her five year special survey docking in Batam.

EOS Taiwan projects are keeping the team busy. Currently, we
have three towing tugs and two barges working on three offshore
wind farm projects for different EPC clients. Both Magellan 1 and
Magellan 2 are towing barges loaded with piles for the Greater
Changhua wind farm, while our EOS 4001 is transporting piles for
Formosa 2 Offshore windfarm. Lastly, our spread of L3004, paired
with a 120T tug, transports piles for the Yunlin Offshore windfarm.
The project pipeline for our Taiwanese flagged vessels looks strong
for the next three years.
In Southeast Asia, we see strong barge demand from EPC clients
coupled with a shortage of available equipment. Some traditional
owners have relocated their assets to other regions or left the
offshore market. Finally, we are starting to see modest gains in
the region’s charter rates with good utilization levels. In Australia,
we have a total of three barges deployed with firm contacts and a
solid forward outlook. In India, we are happy to support once again
a large EPC client on their installation campaign. We have a total of
three large barges transporting structures to the field. A tow tug has
also been provided to tow multiple barges from the fabrication yard
to the handover location. Lastly, MEO Monarch 1 is also carrying
out AHT work and towing duties for the same Client. During winter
months in the Middle East region, barge utilization levels are modest
but the demand picks up from March/April, when we expect to see
stronger utilization for our barges. Furthermore, EOS is working on
upcoming project work in the region. Stay tuned for more updates!
Last but not least, this year EOS will embark on a fleet rejuvenation
program with the purchase of additional barges. The program
will lower our average fleet age and strengthen our position on
the market for the larger category of barges, suitable for jacket
and topside transportation. Additionally, we have started a “life
extension program”, whereby we invest in our older and good
performing barges by carrying out steel replacement works and tank
coatings. These works will extend these barges’ service life by four
to five years while providing stable returns. EOS team’s hard work
continues to bring success in these difficult times. I am sending a
huge thank you to our team, clients and vendors.
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EOS FEATURED
FPROJECT

PROJECT
INCLUSIONS
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Island. The modules were maneuvered using a Self-Propelled Modular
Transporter (SPMT). With the use of the SPMTs, ramps were utilised to
get them from quayside to barge. The barge itself was also modified
to ensure that the ramp could be recessed to have a completely flat
transition from the quayside to barge. The ramps, modification, and
other pre-outfitted items were all engineered in-house and installed
on the barge in our Batam yard before its departure to Australia.
The on-site scope included the loading and discharge locations, we
had all necessary manpower, including stevedoring gangs, welding
gangs and cutting crews, all operating under the EOS Project
Management Team’s instruction.

Eugene Teo
Assistant Manager - Commercial

Western Australia is often known for mining, but it has had a strong
Oil and Gas industry for many years, and the MEO Group (MEO)
has over the years been involved in supporting Australian marine
contractors in the development of marine infrastructure, Marine
Offshore Facility (MOF), dredging activities and the transportation
of pipes, piles and subsea structures for installation.
MEO Group is continually seeking opportunities to grow in this
region. By the time this magazine goes to print, the project division
of MEO, Express Offshore Services (EOS, a wholly owned subsidiary
of MEO), would have completed another large project in Western
Australia.

EOS was awarded by Santos WA Energy Limited (Santos) the Varanus
Island Compression Project (VICP), a heavy module transportation
project to Varanus Island, situated on the North West Shelf of
Western Australia.
Varanus Island is part of the Lowendal group of islands, located
approximately 20km north-east of Barrow Island and about 100km
west of Dampier in the north of Western Australia.
Under this contract, EOS carried out the load out, marine
transportation and discharge of the facility modules from Henderson,
Western Australia to Varanus Island, in multiple voyages.

While the entire project duration was completed within two months,
there were several weeks of planning, preparation, and mobilisation.
Similarly took some weeks for the demobilisation of equipment and
personnel. All of this was project managed safely and efficiently by
the competent Operational team of EOS!
As always, personnel, vessels, and cargo’s health and safety are
always top priorities to any project that the MEO Group undertakes.
Transport of the VICP Modules by a 330 foot barge and Australian Tow Tug

Santos WA Energy Limited
Western Australia
Santos Varanus Island Compression
Project (VICP) module transportation
Project Cargo
September 2020
November 2020

The transportation works comprised of three distinct scopes namely,
onshore, on-site and marine scopes, all of which involved significant
amount of engineering, planning and various statutory and regulatory
compliances to safely, efficiently, and successfully complete the
project.
The onshore scope of this project, EOS carried out the loading at
Henderson onto a barge and the modules’ discharge at Varanus
Transport of the VICP Modules by a 330 foot barge and Australian Tow Tug
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Preparing to load VICP Modules

The cargo included pre-fabricated compression process modules,
support structures, piping and equipment, pre-fabricated electrical
equipment room, battery room, loose steelwork and containers.

PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Operator:		
Location:		
Phase:		
		
Product Type:
Start-up: 		
Completion:

Varanus Island Compression Project (VICP)

For the marine scope involved the actual transportation of the
compression modules from Henderson to Varanus Island. EOS
employed a 330 foot barge that mobilised from Batam, Indonesia
to Australia using an international tow tug. In Australian waters, a
domestic Australian tow tug took over the barge as only Australian
crewed vessels are allowed to work in Australian waters. At the
discharge location, we had two assist tugs to ensure the safe berthing
of the barge.

Loading of VICP Modules onto barge via SPMT
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FEATURED
VESSEL

NUSANTARA IN INDIA
PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Location:		
West Coast, India
Scope:		
Inspection, Maintenance and Repair of
		
Offshore Structures by air diving and
		saturation diving
Duration:		
2 years
Commencement: October 2020		

NPP Nusantara – MEO’s flagship vessel arrived in India in August.
ThePROJECT
DP2 Saturation Diving support vessel has been awarded a long
OVERVIEW
term
contract to perform subsea services for an oil major, through
our long-standing client Shelf Subsea Solutions and their partners.
NPP Nusantara’s scope of work includes inspection, maintenance,
and repair (IRM) of approximately 295 offshore structures, 1360
risers, 6600 km of subsea pipelines, 4-single point moorings
structures, 20 pipeline end manifolds (PELMs) and facilities. The
IRM scope includes underwater and above water visual and nondestructive testing (NDT) inspection and maintenance of the jacket
steel structure by air diving and saturation diving in a water depth of
10

Sanket Shukla
Fleet Manager Specialised Vessel
Services

Sevene Wang
Manager Group Commercial

maximum 150m, repair of offshore structures, risers, PELMs, tanker
mooring, de-mooring, decommissioning and re-installation of singlepoint mooring (SPM). NPP Nusantara will also be required to perform
underwater pipeline repair and replacement using flexible pipes and
weldless connectors.
The vessel equipped with firefighting (FiFi) I & FiFi II, and HELDK
notation, will also be providing firefighting, safety, search and rescue,
and pollution clean up to the offshore installations, rigs, vessels,
tankers, floaters in the offshore oil and gas field. Equipped with Voith
Scheneider Propulsion system, this diesel electrically powered vessel
has immense station keeping capabilities. As a part of her technical
qualification under the charter, she has demonstrated her compliance
to cope with the extremely challenging weather conditions across
the West Coast of India particularly in monsoons.
Preparing her for her next home didn’t come easy as the vessel
was due for her survey dry docking, and at the same time had to be
upgraded to FiFi I & FiFi II notation, particularly in these challenging
times where most of the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs),
service providers were unable to fly in and attend on board. The
project required a full revamp of the vessel machinery space with a
complete re-routing and running of existing and new piping systems
across both the open and closed compartments. The optimisation
of access work and new fittings was very meticulously engineered

On docks completing Special Survey.

At ST Marine Shipyard Singapore

and executed by our team to ensure full compliance and acceptance
by class and end-user. The vessel, post-conversion, delivered a fully
operational water curtain (deluge) and FiFi II fire fighting capability
whilst maintaining the DP Mode.
The helideck has also been upgraded with the fitment of CNH lights
and Helicopter Approach Path Indicator (HAPI) enabling helicopters’
landing even in night hours.
She has also been fitted with air tugging and a complementing stern
roller installation for enabling landing of SPM hoses on deck for repair
and maintenance.

Newly installed helideck lights

As a part of qualifying for the requirements for standby, safety,
rescue and pollution combating, tank conversions were undertaken,
reassigning dedicated tanks and the associated piping systems
for foam and oil recovery and fitment of rescue zones across the
bulwarks. The vessel is equipped with two 15-men fast response craft
(FRC) for this project, making her one of a kind with such diversity in
her portfolio. She is one of the youngest vessels with the current IMR
fleet of vessels operating under this contract.
This important contract provides a boost to our backlog despite the
volatility in the oil and gas industry due to low oil prices and the
uncertainty caused by COVID-19 virus. The trust of our clients is a
testimony to MEO’s operational excellence and safety track record
built throughout the years.

FiFi I & II system in operation
11
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OUR ENVIRONMENT
OUR RESPONSIBILITY

SAFETY
AT THE CORE
AND OUR ROLE AS VESSEL OPERATORS IN REDUCING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
Daniel Ong
Assistant Manager, Group
HSQE & Training

Muhammad Dzaki
Assistant Manager,
Group HSQE

Safety is a core pillar of our Operational Excellence framework
and an enshrined core value of how we conduct our business.
Therefore, it is essential that we continuously monitor lagging and
leading indicators of health and safety, and investigate the driving
force behind it – our people. Consisting of the top management
planning the strategies, down to the very people on the ground
executing the moves, it is of utmost importance that we are able
to evaluate and quantify our people’s perception of the Company’s
policies and procedures that enable and empower them to carry
out their jobs safely. Only then are we able to measure the Safety
Culture of the Company and make further improvements.
In 2020, the Company utilized the CultureSafe™ platform made
available by the Workplace Safety Health Council of Singapore
to measure our people’s perception of the Company’s health and
safety policies and procedures. Moving ahead with the times, the
exercise was conducted in the form of a digital survey spread out
over a representative sample of the Company’s onshore employees
and offshore crew, across all positions and ranks. No doubt the
Company fared ahead of the curve statistically compared to the
industry average in terms of health and safety. Perception survey
results indicated the Company could further improve in the area of
“Work Management System” and “Communications”. On that note,
the Company formulated an improvement plan to bridge the gaps
and formally launch a safety campaign in the year 2021.
Officially launched in January 2021, elements of the safety campaign
have already been slowly introduced from the final quarter of the
previous year. From safety moments, incident sharing, visual posters,
and virtual leadership talks to create a two-way communication flow
between the people on the ground delivering operational excellence
and our senior leaders, the Company has embarked on an in-house
computer-based training program aimed at improving the safety
awareness of our people and reiterating the existing tools in the
Company’s safety management system for them to exercise safety.
12

Launched via a learning management system and accessible via
desktop or mobile devices, with the option of offline mode, the
system allows us to track our people’s learning progress, gather
trainee feedback and identify further training needs to improve on to
continue delivering continual safety improvements. Since its launch,
we are happy to announce full participation by our shore employees
across our various regions, totaling to 275 participants, and we are
exploring the options of introducing it to our vessels for our offshore
crew to enhance the Company’s Safety Culture and their performance
further.
We would like to remind our people that the time is always right
to do what is right, and to always remember the Company’s
safety slogan to exercise safety: See it, Stop it, and Save it.
See it means having the safety knowledge to spot an unsafe
behaviour, condition or act which may result in a potential incident.
Stop it means being empowered to exercise the Stop Work Authority
when witnessing any unsafe behaviour, condition or act which may
result in a potential incident. Save it means doing the right thing
by arresting an unsafe behaviour, condition or act before it results
in a potential incident, and documenting it for further investigation
to identify the root cause and come up with preventive actions to
prevent a recurrence, with the spirit of “friends help friends” and “no
name, no blame” culture.
We may be ahead of the industry average, but can we be better? It is
the Company’s firm belief that together we can! Let us all join hands,
management, employees, and clients alike, to embark on Mission
Zero to make year 2021 a safe and incident-free year, where everyone
can come to work and go back to their families safely. All we need to
do is to remember and exercise our Company’s safety slogan – See it,
Stop it, and Save it!

Indranil Majumdar
Chief Operations Officer

Global Warming, caused by the greenhouse effect, has manifested in
climate change. Heat waves, forest fires, untimely and excessive rain
and floods, changes to crop production cycles that impact global food
availability, melting of polar ice caps, that in effect result in rising sea
levels and submergence of coastal cities are the detrimental effects
we have started to experience. If not brought under control, life on
earth might perish.

•

Adopting slow steaming policies (sailing at higher speeds
increases drag quadratically, and fuel consumption cubicly and
high GHG emission),

•

Transition to fuel that has less carbon footprint i.e. 100 %
natural gas and a blend of progressive bio/fossil to finally 100%
biofuel. The shifting to 100% biofuel is considered to be carbon
neutral (the amount of CO2 emitted through consumption of
biofuel is offset by the amount of CO2 absorbed by biofuelproducing plants, resulting in no additional CO2 released into
the atmosphere)

•

Adopting carbon-free technology as energy source.

Global Maritime Strategy
The IMO’s Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC)
recognises shipping as a contributor towards greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and have, in support of UN Sustainable Development Goal
133, strengthened MARPOL Annex VI over the years since its entry
into force in 2005.
In 2018, the MEPC adopted a resolution on an initial strategy on
the reduction of GHG emissions from ships, with the vision of
reducing GHG emissions from shipping, in line with Paris Agreement
temperature goals, and to phase them out as soon as possible in this
century.
At the heart of MEPC’s strategy is the reduction of carbon dioxide
which is 81% of total GHG and other GHG emissions through
enhancement of existing instruments, and the development of new
initiatives.
The Vessel Operator’s Role
In compliance with MARPOL Annex VI, vessel operators worldwide
are adopting various measures to reduce their carbon footprint in a
progressive way:

Energy Efficiency and Reduced Carbon Footprint on MEO vessels
Several MEO vessels today utilises biofuel to a maximum grade of
B30 which consists of 30% biofuel mixed with 70% fossil fuel as this
is the limit the current engines can handle without gross damage.
This substitution calculates to a 12% reduction of carbon emission
compared to fossil fuel.
On top of fuel substitution, since offshore vessels are at a disadvantage
for not having fixed trading routes and unable to take benefits from
weather routing, the following were carried out to supplement the
emission reductions:
•
•
•
•
•

Optimizing speed to enhance fuel efficiency
Optimizing ballast and trim to minimise resistance on the ship
Timely engine overhaul
Propeller and hull, cleaning and polishing to reduce drag
Antifouling paint coating for the hull for low friction surfaces
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OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE WORKSHOPS
To serve and provide the best services for our clients, Operational
Excellence (OE) has always been at the core of how we operate.
Last October, an Operational Excellence workshop was held to refresh
our teams on the importance of their responsibilities and the roles
they play to ensure smooth operations across all MEO engagements.
The workshop highlighted a few issues that we have
encountered over the past years – addressing individual issues
by breaking down and explaining the causes and effects clearly.

Fuel Testing and Analysis
At MEO, we ensure that the fuel used is being tested/analysed to
comply with ISO 8217:2017 and ASTM D7806/D7371. Fuel that
fail to match these specifications cannot be used. The supplier/
charterer will also be given immediate notification to debunker fuel.
Besides, fuel should not be stored for more than six months, and for
exceptional cases, laboratory tests per ISO 8217:2017 and EN15751 (to
monitor acid number and stability) will be carried out to test the fuel.

Fuel oil pilferage
As an effort to pre-warn our colleagues on potential illegal acts, an
introduction on how fuel pilferage occurs along with a case study was
given to let them understand how certain actions classify. Furthermore, a
framework was also developed and implemented to serve as a guideline to
prevent fuel pilferage. A recap on the usage of Fuel Oil Consumption Analysis
(FOCA) was also conducted to ensure consistent measures are practiced.

Vessel Maintenance
An important element to Operational Excellence is the prompt
maintenance of our vessels’ machinery and systems as specified by our
procedures and the makers’ recommendations as monitored by our
Planned Maintenance System (PMS) on a routine schedule. Also, vigilance
in defect reporting is encouraged to allow for quicker rectification. PMS
and defect reporting help minimize potential vessel down time, noncompliances, breaches, and delays in rectification processes.

Cart Before Horse (CBH)
CBH, as it is known, means doing things contrary to the agreed
approval process stated in our Policies and Procedures. The
discussion brings the attention of our colleagues to the potential
impacts and consequences of CBH along with preventive measures.
Machinery Breakdown
Machinery breakdown is not something new to any vessel operator,
but it is something we want to eliminate. Frequent breakdowns
impair vessel operations, the Client’s trust, and affect the revenue
generation of the Company. Hence, topics such as vessel down
time, cost efficiency, and opportunity cost were reviewed. The
subject of Delegation of Authority (DOA) was also raised to inform
everyone of the importance of adhering to the chain of command.
CAPEX Process and Inter-Region Transfer (IRT)
While various issues were introduced, a recap on IMS docking procedures
and a refresher on IRT were covered to remind all staff that following
through with the recommended guidelines on IRT and raising CAPEX for
evaluation is necessary for complete transparency and accountability.
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a challenging role for her as she undertook new responsibilities
different to her previous experience. Apple managed to adapt
fast and is recognized as a valuable team member of the HSQE
department today as the Assistant Manager of Management System
Compliance.

Vessel Layups
To support cost efficiency management, laying up of vessels out of
service or when idle are essential so crew manning, technical, and
operational costs can be reduced. For a proper and successful laying up
process, MEO has developed its own set of procedures addressing factors
such as location, regulations for safekeeping of vessels, and re-activation
processeses. During the laying-up process, these are key factors to avoid
potential loss or damage to the vessel and any breaches to insurance
coverage.
Additionally, the OE workshop incorporated the training on Management
of Change (MOC) where our operating and HSQE staff were refreshed
on the concept, application, and administration of MOC. To support, our
HSQE procedure outlines processes used in documenting and managing
organisational changes ensuring safe and efficient delivery of service and
continuity of the business under minimal risk.
In addition to the highlights and recommendations on the various
aforementioned issues, the OE workshop also covered other contributing
factors that lead to the Company’s main goal - Operational Excellence.

Apple believes the key to safe operations is achieved not by a single
person but through the cooperation and support of all crew and
staff. Besides having her team’s support at work, they are also her
best friends who would occasionally engage in outings with her such
as on family trips and social gatherings.

Apapan, known fondly to friends and colleagues as “Apple” was
born and raised in Narathiwat province, Southern Thailand. She is
the youngest of her seven siblings and majored in English Business
at Rajabhat Songkhla University. She is married with two daughters
aged 24 and 18. Apple moved to Songkhla in 1989, where she spent
most of her time. When not at work, she would take strolls along
the beach, cook, bake with her daughters, catch Korean dramas
and manage her small garden.

A key takeaway from Apple on how she ensures success at work
is that giving up is never a solution to resolve a problem; learning
and practicing are the way to overcome day-to-day challenges. To
ensure work targets are met, she believes accountability, working
smart, monitoring KPIs, and teamwork are essential and has been
her guiding light in her time with MEO and UWO for the past 16
years.

Apple’s first interaction with the shipping industry was in 1995
through a transportation and logistical company. She spent four
years in the administration and secretarial role, dealing with
documentation of cargo manifests, invoicing, and accounting.
Following, she joined an international subsea and offshore drilling
services company where she serviced, inspected, and supplied lifesaving appliances (LSA) and fire fighting appliances (FFA) to vessels.
She gained knowledge in the certification of LSA and FFA, and was
responsible for local purchase and stock control.
In 2006, she joined Uniwise Offshore (UWO), MEO’s Thailand jointventure as an operation assistant based in Songkhla. It was initially
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MEO
GIVES BACK

FUTURE
FOCUSED

Lewis Low
IT Manager, SAP &
Infrastructure

D

igital has been the big buzzword in the industry for
some time now – but what exactly does it mean?
The ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) drives the rapid pace of digital adaption across
multiple industries. The oil and gas industry is beginning a transformation
of its own, increasingly looking toward data-driven solutions to
boost performance, enhance efficiency, and ultimately, reduce costs.
Meanwhile, cloud-based technologies drive collaboration, enabling
people and machines to work together in real-time. Remote condition
monitoring technologies give an understanding of processes as they
happen so the best decisions can be taken at any given time. Big
data analytics can also be used to forecast energy import, load, and
trading variables, while measuring and analysing energy efficiency
performance. Additionally, new digital technologies and the rise of
artificial intelligence will enable new designs and concepts to develop.
Digitalisation helps manage critical events and reduce risk. Analytics and
artificial intelligence can highlight and prioritise critical events, thereby
preventing problems from escalating. Predictive maintenance routines can
also be improved.
What does digitization mean for MEO? MEO is already investing in
digitalization and embracing digital transformation. Going digital isn’t an
overhaul. It is a journey. At its core, digital transformation is the integration
of digital technology into all areas of a business, fundamentally changing
how you operate and deliver value to customers. While this seems like a
straightforward concept, the “transformation” part is critical. A full-scale
digital transformation can cause significant disruption in long-standing
PROJECT
business
practices and operations and often necessitates cultural changes
TEAM
within
a company.
What’s Next: The advent of digital transformation has both
immediate and long-term implications. As the Company unveils its
upcoming IT digital strategy and digitalisation roadmap, we need
cooperation, contribution, and commitment from offshore and onshore
colleagues to effectively realise the Company’s digital transformation.
Digital transformation done right takes an IT transformation and turns it
into what it really is, a business transformation.
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Daniel Ong
Assistant Manager, Group
HSQE & Training

T

he world as we know it has been forced on a digitalisation
trajectory due to the onset of COVID-19. Our regional offices’
stringent requirements to practice safe distancing and work from
home measures have put the Company on the path of digitalizing
our training process. Starting with induction training into the
Company’s systems and processes done in the traditional face-toface manner, the Company has rapidly transitioned into a virtual
classroom environment where people can log in at designated
timeslots from the comfort of their own environment and attend
training with an instructor at the other end of their screen.
To push the boundaries and embark on a more ambitious
project, the Company has developed a training framework which
incorporates a blended learning approach where our employees
and crew attend a fully digital computer-based training program,
accessible anytime and anywhere, to induct them into the
Company’s systems and processes, with periodic practical
trainings to further enhance their skillsets. Earmarked to begin
with a Common Induction Program for employees and crew, it
is targeted to be fully operational by July to incorporate specific
operational knowledge customized according to the employee or
crew’s training needs and Client’s requirements depending on the
region they work in.
Following the completion of the computer-based training
content, the Company is committed to continual training for
our people via practical workshops for our onshore employees,
or on the job training for our offshore crew to further hone their
knowledge and skills.
Workshops consist of operational excellence issues that have
been identified in the last year as well as training needs required
to bridge the gaps. On the job training consists of trainer masters
going onboard our vessels to deliver structured and a hands-on
training approach to our fleet personnel.
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MEO
BULLETIN

Jed B. Igot

EOS - Naval Architect
W hat is your favourite movie character?
Jason Bourne
W here do you hang out during your free
time?
I spend my free time mostly at home with
my family on a video chat application,
watch videos to boost my knowledge and
expand my understanding and sometimes
visit nearby green parks because it makes
me feel more relaxed and at peace
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
I’m from Cebu, Philippines and its known
for having an abundance of beautiful
beaches and delicious fruits
W ho is your role model?
My dad is my role model. He inspired me to
never give up and made me believe I could
do anything I set my mind to. He never
believed in the words “it’s impossible” or “I
can’t” and hated hearing “but” after he had
challenged me to give something my best

Charles O’Brien

Malaysia - Executive-Inventory

Jose Wilson Oto

KSA - Technical Superintendent

W hat is your favourite movie character?

W hat is your favourite movie character?

Captain Jack Sparrow

Capt. America because he is a good leader
and has good judgement

W here do you hang out during your free
time?
I go to the tea house
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
Sarawak, Malaysia which has many
cultures and nations represented such as
the Bidayuh ( indigenous groups)
W hat did you do before joining MEO?
I worked in the timber industry
W hat is your favourite hobby?
Fishing and listening to music

W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
My home country is the Philippines. We
have a beautiful beaches and various
species of marine life. We have a lot of
festivals throughout the country. In Iloilo
City where I am from, we celebrate the
Dinagyang Festival every January where
people perform dances on the street. Also,
we have a wide array of dishes on our
Filipino cuisine that one should not miss
W hat is your favourite hobby?
My favorite hobby is cooking. It help me to
relax and take control of my diet

W ho is your role model?

W hat could be your alternate career?

T he late Adenan Satem (Sarawak’s ex
Chief Minister)

My long dream is to be a farmer when I
retire. I like the healthy farm atmosphere
surrounded by plants and farm animals
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WEDDINGS
& NEW BIRTHS

1. W hich European country does

Mark Ng & Teo Xin Yi
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Stanley Liew & Jessie Lim
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Teo Zhi Wen & Zoey Phee

I

SI

MEO have presence in?
2. MEO’s homegrown system for
monitoring daily operations.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

W here is MEO’s newest business venture?
W here is MEO headquartered?
One of MEO’s newest crewboats
Type of vessel MEO specialised in the 1970s
Project division for operations such as
transportation of pipes
8. W hat is the name of the Saturation diving
support vessel MEO owns?
9. MEO’s largest self-propelled vessel. Miclyn _

3
4

Favian Naif Bin Muhammad Faiz
Suhail - Norra’s son

M

ID

DL

Aqila Sumayyah Salsabil Dwi Cahyo Prayudi’s daughter

Jeremy T idan Arthur
Jill Gerald Jerang’s son

A
E E

5
EL Mika Hanif Pradana Iska W idy Haryati’s son

ST

Gauri Rizqiana Kiyomi Muhammad Hambali’s
daughter

6
7

8

Haleema Bibi - Abdur
Reheem’s daughter

Giandra Sidqi Narasakya Eko Budi Tarmanto’s son

Taraf Mahdi Alabbas
- Alabbas Mahdi’s
daughter

Qaila Fakhara Bahar Bahar’s daughter
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Alicia Lee

Singapore - Crew Payroll Exec.

Bas van Schaayk

EOS - Senior Commercial
Manager

Paing Widodo

Indonesia - Senior Operation Staff

Mahmoud Fatfat

UAE - Senior Accountant

W hat is your favourite movie character?
Guido Oref ice, played by Roberto
Benigni, a Jewish Italian father who is
a lighthearted and magical character in
Life is Beautiful
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
My hometown is Muar, Malaysia. I
recommend Mount Ophir (Gunung
Ledang) for hikes and Malacca, a
charming city and UNESCO world
heritage site. T he Encore Melaka
T heatre, housed in a 360 degree rotating
auditorium is also well worth the visit

W hat is your favourite movie character?

“T he Dude” in T he Big Lebowski

I like Marvel Movies and superheroes
such as the Avengers

Michael Corleone from “T he Godfather”

W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
My home country is the Netherlands.
Wooden shoes are popular, windmills, and
of course Ajax Amsterdam

W hat is your favourite cuising?

W ho is your role model?

Hong Kong Dim Sum

My dad, but I don’t think I have ever told
him. Maybe I should

W hat could be your alternate career?
An enterpreneur. Alternatively, if I can
continue to upgrade my skills, then a
counsellor
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W hat is your favourite movie character?

On my racebike. Or in the garden.
Unfortunately work in the garden starts
from scratch every year

W hat could be your alternate career?
Singing in a boys band, although a bit
late now

Brunei - HSE Superintendent

Sherif Abdelmonem
UAE - HSQE Manager

W hat is your favourite movie character?

W hat is your favourite movie character?

W here do you hang out during your free
time?

Aldon Yapp

W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
My home country in Madiun, East Java,
Indonesia. T here is a place called Telaga
Sarangan / Lake of Sarangan that is on
Mountain Lawu and this place is very
cold

W here do you hang out during your free
time?
T he beach
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?

I was working in real estate, selling
apartments

Lebanon – a lot of popular attractions
are found in my country: Roman/Greek/
Phoenician monuments, Mediterranean
beaches, Snow & Skying in winter, night
life in the capital Beirut, Jeitta Grotto,
Baalbek temple, Cedar trees

W ho is your role model?

W hat is your favourite hobby?

My role model for work is our ex-Fleet
Manager (Mr. Naharadam W idjaja). He is
a good talent and has a lot of experience
on Class and also vessel shipbuilding

Photography

W hat did you do before you joined MEO?

W hat could be your alternate career?
An instructor at a university or a trainer

T he character Kevin McCallister from
“Home Alone” because he was able
to turn a situation into his advantage,
hilariously
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
I am from Brunei. In Brunei, going for
long hikes, trail runs are quite popular.
You will be surprised the number of
people who hate jogging / running but
love hiking and trail runs
W ho is your role model?
My mum is my role model. As a single
mum, she single-handedly raised me and
my brother. W ithout her, I will not be
who I am today
W hat could be your alternate career?
I think it would be an e-sports athlete
because gaming has been a long-time
hobby. Back then e-sports was not as
huge as it is now!

W hat is your favourite movie character?
Forrest Gump
W here do you hang out during your free
time?
If I am in the UAE, I go spend some
time with my friends on top of Jebel Jais
mountain, if I am in Egypt I really enjoy
being in Hurghada, Red Sea
W here is your home country and what’s
popular there?
My home country is Egypt. Egypt is
extremely rich with fun and popular
attractions such as the Pyramids of
Giza, Luxor’s Valley of the Kings, Aswan,
Hurghada, Sharm El Sheikh, Old Cairo,
Alexandria, St. Catherine’s Monastery, and
list goes on and on
W hat could be your alternate career?
A surgeon
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WHAT’S

NEXT?
TAKE THE SHIP’S WHEEL, TELL US WHAT YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SEE IN THE UPCOMING ISSUE OF MEO BREEZE!
Email your suggestions to: media@meogroup.com

SINGAPORE (HEADQUARTERS)
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE PTE LTD
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower
Singapore 098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6820 0167
Email: marketing@meogroup.com
WESTERN HEMISPHERE
DUBAI, UAE (REGIONAL
HEADQUARTERS)
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP
MANAGEMENT LLC
101 Ibn Battuta Gate Offices
Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE, PO Box 49202
Tel: +971 4 277 6567
Email: commercial_wh@meogroup.com
ABU DHABI, UAE
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP
MANAGEMENT LLC
Office #1204-B, Al Saman Tower,
Tower B, Hamdan Street
Abu Dhabi, UAE, PO Box 108075
Tel: +971 2 550 1788
AL KHOBAR, SAUDI ARABIA
MICLYN MIDAD MARINE
COMPANY LTD
Office # 307, Al Dewan Business Center,
King Faisal Coastal Road, Al Yarmok
District, Khobar, KSA, PO Box 3212
Tel: +966 13 817 8422
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EASTERN HEMISPHERE
BRUNEI
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE (B) SDN BHD
No. 6, Simpang 28-5, Jalan Maulana, Kuala Belait
KA 1931, Negara Brunei Darussalam
Tel: +673 334 7767

JAKARTA, INDONESIA
PT. SUKSES GRAHA SAMUDERA
Gd. Pusat Perfilman H. Usmar Ismail
Jl. Hr. Rasuna Said Kav C. No 22, Kuningan
Jakarta Selatan 12940, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 5278823
Email: marketing.jkt@sgs-offshore.com

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
BINTANG SAMUDERA SDN BHD
211-Level 2 Tower B, The Troika, 19 Persiaran
KLCC, 50450, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2178 6085
Fax: +603 2178 6001

TAIPEI, TAIWAN
BLUE SEA OFFSHORE TRANSPORT CO., LTD.
5F-9, No. 155, Sec 1, Keelung Road, Xinyi District, Taipei,
Taiwan
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Email: renewables@meogroup.com

MIRI, MALAYSIA
BINTANG SAMUDERA SDN BHD
Lot 2170, Block 3, Jalan Piasau Utara 4, MCLD,
Piasau Industrial Area, 98000 Miri Sarawak,
Malaysia
Tel: +60 8564 7530
LABUAN, MALAYSIA
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE (L) BHD
QL-03/ME U0482, 1st Floor, Lazenda
Shophouse, P.O. Box 82257, 87007 Federal
Territory of Labuan, Malaysia
BANGKOK, THAILAND (THAILAND
HEADQUARTERS)
UNIWISE OFFSHORE LTD
25 Alma Link Building, 11th Floor, Soi Chitlom,
Ploenchit Road, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330,
Thailand
Tel: +66 2254 8400

PROJECTS
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS PTE LTD
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower , Singapore 098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6545 9211
Email: chartering@meogroup.com
SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower , Singapore 098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6545 9211
Email: svs.commercial@meogroup.com

www.meogroup.com

